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From radiance to flux: angular distribution models 

•  Sort observed radiances into 
angular bins over different scene 
types; 

•  Integrate radiance over all θ and 
ϕ to estimate the anisotropic 
factor for each scene type; 

•  Apply anisotropic factor to 
observed radiance to derive TOA  
flux; 
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Predicted radiance vs. observed radiance 
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•  Predicted radiances can be used to verify the accuracy of ADM; 
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Normalize predicted and observed radiance 
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•  RMS error between normalized predicted radiance and normalized 
observed radiance is closely related to the ADM error  
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Is normalized radiance RMS error a good metric  

•  Simulate a radiance and flux database over different scene types, for 
a set of Sun-viewing geometries; 

•  Assuming the simulated radiances (Is) and fluxes (Fs) are the truth; 
•  For each simulated radiance, there is a corresponding predicted 

radiance from CERES ADMs; and the CERES ADMs are used to 
convert the simulated radiances to fluxes;  

•  The RMS error between normalized predicted radiances and 
normalized simulated radiances can be calculated as follows:  

•  The relative flux RMS error between simulated flux and ADMs 
inverted flux are calculated as:  
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Simulation over cloudy ocean 
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Angular distribution model over cloudy ocean 
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Normalized radiance RMS errors and relative flux RMS errors for 
simulated liquid clouds 

•  There is a strong 
relationship between 
normalized radiance 
RMS error and the 
relative flux RMS 
error; 

•  Applying ice cloud 
ADMs for liquid 
clouds increases both 
the normalized 
radiance RMS error 
and the relative flux 
RMS error. 
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Normalized radiance RMS errors and relative flux RMS 
errors for simulated ice clouds 

•  There is a strong 
relationship between 
normalized radiance 
RMS error and the 
relative flux RMS 
error; 

•  Applying liquid cloud 
ADMs for ice clouds 
increases both the 
normalized radiance 
RMS error and the 
relative flux RMS 
error. 
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Do we need to consider other variables in cloudy ocean ADMs? 

•  Current ADMs consider 
cloud optical depth, 
cloud fraction, and cloud 
phase; 

•  Can we further improve 
the ADMs by accounting 
for cloud inhomogeneity 
using standard deviation 
of cloud optical depth; 

•  For each solar zenith 
angular bin, determine 
the terciles of standard 
deviation of cloud optical 
depth, and develop 
ADMs for each of them.  
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Su et al. (2015), AMT 

PCL:	  CF	  =0.1-‐40%	   High:	  EP<440	  hPa	   Thin:	  τ	  <	  3.35	  

MCL:	  CF=40-‐99%	   Mid:	  EP	  =	  440-‐680	  hPa	   Mod:	  τ	  =	  3.35	  -‐22.63	  

OVC:	  CF=99-‐100%	   Low:	  EP	  >	  680	  hPa	   Thick:	  τ	  >	  22.63	  



Normalized radiance RMS error for January 2002 
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Normalized radiance RMS error for July 2002 
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Cloudy-sky LW/WN angular distribution models 

•  Cloudy-sky LW ADMs are constructed based upon the relationship  
between radiance and ‘pseudoradiance’ (ừ): 

•  Cloud infrared emissivity is : 

•  The IR absorption optical depth is: 

•  The infrared optical depth: 

•  The visible and infrared extinction efficiency and the infrared 
scattering albedo are all based upon the values provided in Minnis et al. 
(1998) for various liquid and ice clouds.  
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Comparison of cloud optics 
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Impact on pseudoradiance calculation 
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Ts=300K, Tcld=258, cldf=100%                       Ts=300K, Tcld=233K, cldf=100% 



Quantify Suomi-NPP flux error caused by using Aqua ADMs  
•  Aqua ADMs are used to invert fluxes for CERES observations on NPP 
•  Footprint size for S-NPP is larger than that for Aqua. 
•  Cloud properties retrieved from VIIRS can also be different from 

those retrieved from MODIS. 
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Simulate Aqua and NPP footprints to quantify flux error due to 
different footprint size and cloud property 
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Su et al. (2017), AMT 



Simulate Aqua and NPP footprints to quantify flux error due to 
different footprint size and cloud property 
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Su et al. (2017), AMT 



Flux errors due to footprint size and cloud property differences 
•  Footprint size difference between CERES instruments on Aqua and on 

Suomi-NPP leads to: 
–  Underestimation of global monthly mean instantaneous SW flux by 0.4 Wm-2 

and the RMS error is 2.4 Wm-2.  
–  A close to zero bias in global monthly mean LW flux and the RMS errors are 

0.8 Wm-2  and 0.2 Wm-2 for daytime and nighttime. 
–  Regionally, the differences are less than 4.0 and 1. 0 Wm-2 for SW and LW.  

•  Footprint size and cloud property difference between CERES 
instruments on Aqua and on Suomi-NPP leads to: 
–  Overestimation of global monthly mean SW flux by 1.1 Wm-2 and the RMS 

error is increased to 5.2 Wm-2.   
–  LW RMS errors increase slightly to 0.9 Wm-2  and 0.5 Wm-2 for daytime and 

nighttime.  
–  Regionally, SW flux error up to 20.0 Wm-2 and LW error up to 2.0 Wm-2 are 

observed over polar regions.  
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Plan to further evaluate the effect of scene identification on flux inversion   
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Pixel level Aqua MODIS spectral radiances 

Ed4 MODIS cloud retrieval algorithm 

CERES MODIS scene ID 

Construct ADMs for different 
scene types: Ed4ADMs 

Aqua convolution  

Apply to NPP observation: Ed1 NPP 

Ed1 VIIRS cloud retrieval algorithm 

CERES VIIRS scene ID 

Aqua convolution  

Construct ADMs for different 
scene types: VIIRS-like ADMs 

Apply to NPP observation: interim NPP 

Flux differences between Ed1 NPP and 
interim NPP can be used to assess the 
effect of cloud retrieval on flux inversion 


